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We were all logged in to a Room meeting on August 17 at 11:45 a.m. EST. 

The leaderboard was due to be posted at noon. I screen shared the TSI 

contest website, and we discussed our last mission as we waited anxiously 

for the results to appear.  

 At exactly twelve o’clock, it appeared on the screen, and Jackson 

yelled, “Great! We made up almost 30 minutes on the building atoms 

mission. The Space Pioneers are less than 30 minutes ahead of us in total 

screen time.” 

 “Cool,” said VC. “There is just one final part of the contest. We 

have to submit our choice for the best picture and story for the whole 

Race to the Big Bang. If we get the top bonus, we could win first place.  

 “I want to beat those guys,” I screamed. But I mostly meant Milo. 

“We just have to beat him. We need a genius idea for the final task.”  

 “OK, team,” said Jackson, “what do we pick for the best picture 

and story?” 

 We discussed all the places in the universe that we had traveled to.  

 “How about the twin star supernova explosions followed by the neutron star merger?” I 

suggested.  

 “I love the photos of the colorful nebula star forming gas clouds,” offered Neddy. 
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 “I think everyone will use those,” objected Jackson. “We need something different, 

something unique.” 

 “How about that weird, egg-shaped planet?” offered Helen. 

 Then Richie and VC started to bat an idea back and forth. Grandpa and Tom added some 

more to the idea. Then Neddy made some suggestions. That was it. We had our idea for a picture 

and a great story to go with it. We spent the next week putting it all together. 

 On August 26, we had a final Room meeting to review what we had assembled. Lizzy and 

I practiced the presentation for the meeting in California. We made final improvements to our 

story, and then we submitted it for the final part of the contest. 

 On August 29, the East Coast Cosmic Explorer kids, together with our moms, dads, 

Grandpa, and Grandma, met at the Hartford airport for our flight to California. Once again, we 

all had on our double masks and face shields, and the Drs. Q had allowed everyone to purchase 

extra seats if they felt they needed to add more space around themselves. Tom flew in from 

Washington, DC, and Johari, Jackson, their parents, and Helen were driving.  

 

■   ■   ■   ■   ■   ■ 

 

The day for the presentations was sunny and warm. After breakfast, we did the beach thing 

again. In the afternoon, we got cleaned up, and at 5:00 p.m., we went back to the patio for the 

final presentations on the best picture and story of the Race to the Big Bang. 

 The teams presented in the order of our final standings, so the Space Pioneers were the 

first up onstage. Their picture and story were about the merging neutron stars. The Time 

Travelers were next. Their story and picture were about the oldest and most distant galaxy in the 

universe, which is now 32 billion light years away from us. 

 Then it was our turn. Lizzy and I went up on stage. 

 I started us off. “You all know about our Planet Colorado Space Station. It was the winning 

space station design, and we won the prize money and one bonus hour to subtract from our 

screen time. Then, when we stopped there during the final race to the Big Bang, we discovered 

something really weird had happened.  It was during the Universe Before Seven Billion Years Ago 

mission. 

 “We had logged on to the Virtual World,” I continued, “and were spawned into the Planet 

Colorado Space Station headquarters building, where we had finished the previous mission. 

 “Richie started us off with one of his dumb jokes: ‘Why don’t stars go to college? . . .  

Because they already have a million degrees.’ Everyone groaned. 

 “Then my brother summarized what we had to do. We needed to do interviews about 

ourselves and give a tour of our space station. As we toured, we needed to explain the station’s 
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parts and how we built it. We decided that the girls would do the tour outside of the 

headquarters. Richie and Jackson would do the tour inside. 

 “Neddy was a little worried about those noises that she heard outside when we finished 

the last mission. But we didn’t hear them anymore, so we were OK with going outside.”  

 Lizzy continued the presentation. “So, on that scary note, out we went and started our 

tour. We were screen capturing our scenes to make the required video. Johari explained how 

we found the planet with the right temperature and a carbon dioxide atmosphere. Neddy 

explained how we got water from comets and how we planted seeds. I explained how we used 

cyanobacteria brought from Earth to create an oxygen atmosphere by photosynthesis from the 

planet’s carbon dioxide. It was the cyanobacteria on earth that created Planet Earth’s oxygen 

atmosphere. They created the Great Oxygen Event that allowed multicelled land organisms to 

evolve.  

 “We were walking ahead of Neddy, who stopped to look at something. She screamed at 

us to look across the river at. . . ..  

  “But before she could finish, we knew exactly what it was, and we were already running. 

An oversized grasshopper had charged us from the woods. The three of us passed Neddy, who 

was still staring across the river.  

 “I yelled at Neddy to stop staring into space and run for her life! We had to get back to 

headquarters before we got eaten by bugs.” 

 I continued the presentation, “We made it to headquarters with the green monster hot 

on our heels. We went inside and slammed the door. I was bent over trying to catch my breath 

like the other kids. Jackson and Richie came over and looked out the windows. The room 

darkened as the headquarters became surrounded by a bunch of humongous insects all looking 

in. 

 “Richie whispered that they smell our fear and asked where they came from? 
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 “VC offered that they must have evolved out of something in the seeds or the 

cyanobacteria that we brought.  

 “Jackson suggested that It may be the low gravity and the high concentration of oxygen 

in the atmosphere that let them get so big.  

“And Neddy added that they also don’t have any predators. 

 “The giant insects surrounding us were increasing in number. Some were even climbing 

on the roof of the headquarters. They were poking at the glass, trying to break in. My guess is 

that they were thinking of a tasty meal. 

 “Neddy screamed that she heard glass breaking and pleaded that it was time for us to 

leave our space station. 

 “Everyone agreed, and we all teleported to the Cosmic Egg, which was hovering 

overhead. 

 “We looked back down on what we had created. We were in a state of shock. All of Planet 

Colorado was covered in giant insects.  

 “Jackson asked if anyone had any ideas on how to fix our space station.” 

 Lizzy took over the presentation. “I had an idea. I suggested that we go back in time and 

plant citronella grass, chrysanthemums, and chamomile all around the station. That’s what our 

Grandma plants in her garden as natural bug repellents. 
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“Neddy found that we could buy the plants and have them shipped to us. It took half of 

our gold currency. Then, since we only had to go back in time fifteen years to get a lush growth 

from our perennial plants, that was not even a whole second. It took ten minutes to scatter all 

of the seeds while piloting the Cosmic Egg around the station. Then we went back to the original 

time to see how we did. Sure enough, the plants had grown in thickly and lushly around the 

station. There were no bugs nearby on the ground. A few flying creatures were overhead, but 

none flew down to the station. Our problem solving had worked!  

 “We decided that the screenshots taken the day we ran from those insects were some of 

the most unusual pictures we had taken during the whole race.” A screenshot from that day was 

projected on the screen. “We call our story Survival of the Fittest.”  

 Everyone clapped, so I waited a moment and then went on. “The story of what happened, 

and why, was definitely one of the most interesting stories from our adventures. What happened 

on Planet Colorado is an important piece of the story of Charles Darwin’s Theory of Evolution 

that has been repeated on Planet Earth many times. 

 “Do you remember the mission stop on Earth 201 million years ago?” I asked the 

audience. “It was an extinction event on Earth that wiped out most of the dominant land animals 
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and let the dinosaurs flourish for the next 134 million years. With little competition for resources, 

the dinosaurs took over the planet, becoming larger and more numerous over time. Then, 65 

million years ago, an asteroid wiped out the land dinosaurs, eliminating the species that was 

preventing mammals from flourishing.” 

 Lizzy summed up. “In his Theory of Evolution, Darwin presented a principle known as 

Survival of the Fittest. It suggests that the fittest or strongest species will be able to compete for 

resources and survive. If something like an asteroid hitting Earth happens, it might wipe out the 

current fittest, allowing a new fittest to take over.” 

 “What happened on our Planet Colorado was an accidental experiment in Survival of the 

Fittest,” I continued. “On Earth today, insects are small in the presence of their predators, mainly 

birds. Another factor is that our atmosphere is only 21% oxygen today, but insects weren’t always 

so small.” 

 “Yeah,” Lizzy agreed. “About 300 million years ago before birds evolved, the atmosphere 

was made up of over 30% oxygen. Conditions were good for the survival of insects. So, we have 

fossils from that period that show dragonflies with wingspans of 0.6 meters. That’s a 2-foot 

wingspan, compared to just a few inches today. We showed a picture of a current small dragon 

fly with a four inch wingspan.” 

 “With Planet Colorado,” I took over, “we accidentally transferred a number of insects to 

an environment where there were no bird predators. We measured the oxygen atmosphere 
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when we left 7 billion years ago, and it was 31%. So, in the 490 million years from the time we 

unknowingly brought the insects to Planet Colorado, their numbers and size grew without 

limitation.  

 “This great experiment, showing one of the basic principles of the Theory of Evolution, 

was accidental,” I began in conclusion. “On Planet Colorado 7 billion years ago, insects were the 

fittest. When we humans visited, we were definitely not the fittest. But because humans have 

evolved to be great at problem solving, we managed to figure out a way to keep our space 

station functioning. So, we were able to make the rest of our video about our personal lives and 

our space station construction from our headquarters.” 

 “Who knows?” said Lizzy, “maybe if we keep going back to our space station, by today, 

we’d be the fittest on that planet just like we’ve become here on Earth. Thank you for listening.” 
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GRANDPA’S GLOSSARY 
Cyanobacteria: Cyanobacteria are small, single-celled bacteria organisms that live in water, 

manufacture their own food, and grow by photosynthesis. They often grow in colonies large 

enough to see. Cyanobacteria are the oldest known fossils, 3.5 billion years old, but are still 

around today. They were essential in shaping the course of evolution on Earth, being responsible 

for the planet’s oxygen gas concentration required by oxygen-breathing life forms. Before the 

cyanobacteria generated oxygen in the oceans and atmosphere by photosynthesis, the planet 

was unsuitable for life as we know it today.  
 

Photosynthesis: The most common photosynthesis is the process by which green plants, algae, 

and cyanobacteria use sunlight to synthesize foods (carbohydrates) from atmospheric carbon 

dioxide. Photosynthesis in plants generally involves the green pigment chlorophyll and releases 

oxygen gas as a byproduct. Photosynthesis changes sunlight into chemical energy in the form 

of carbohydrates.   
 

Great Oxygen Event: Today’s bird, insect, and land animal life on Earth is supported by an 

atmospheric oxygen concentration of 21%, but the early Earth had no atmospheric oxygen at all. 

Today’s atmospheric oxygen concentration is the product of cyanobacteria. These single-celled 

organisms use carbon dioxide and water to produce carbohydrates and oxygen gas by 

photosynthesis using sunlight.  Early cyanobacteria were largely in the oceans, releasing oxygen 

that promoted the development of sea life. It was not until two billion years ago that the 

cyanobacteria started to release oxygen to the atmosphere. This time marks the start of the 

Great Oxygenation Event in which the oxygen concentration steadily grew to reach today’s level. 

This event has supported the evolution of life as we know it today.  

 

Theory of Evolution: Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution was first presented in his book On the 

Origin of Species in 1859. Darwin described the process by which organisms change over time 

as a result of changes in inherited or behavioral traits. Changes that allow an organism to better 

adapt to its environment will help it acquire its needed resources to survive and have more 

offspring. This is the principal of Survival of the Fittest. What species is fittest may be dictated by 

changes in the environment, as is seen in numerous species extinction events where some 

species are better suited to the new environment. We now know that changes in an organism’s 

DNA (mutations) can lead to alterations passed down to subsequent generations. This can 

sometimes lead to a new species, which will be successful if it is fit for its environment. 
 

http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/glossary/gloss3/pigments.html
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THE STARDUST MYSTERY 
PROJECT 

 

THE STARDUST MYSTERY WEBSITE 

https://TheStardustMystery.com 

 

STARDUST MYSTERY YouTube channel 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCa5CQnZA6StFXXvEs418DKg 

Science Videos 

Game Trailers 

How-To Videos 

 

THE STARDUST MYSTERY VIDEO GAMES 

https://Store.SteamPowered.com 

MissionKT 

Building the Universe 

 

ILLUSTRATED SCIENCE ADVENTURE BOOKS 

THE STARDUST MYSTERY is on Amazon and Barnes & Noble 

THE RACE TO THE BIG BANG: Coming in May 2021 

 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AWARD 1738291 

https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1738291&HistoricalAwards=false 

 

 
 

https://store.steampowered.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1267680/Episode_1_MissionKT/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1237700/Building_the_Universe_The_Beginning_of_Time/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0578722194
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-stardust-mystery-peter-solomon/1137747939?ean=9780578722191
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1738291&HistoricalAwards=false

